Focus on outsourcing
your operations

Why FDS?

Focus on your business.

While we make you operations running, you can focus on your business
growth, expansion, or simply have free time to invent something that will
change executive aviation, forever!

Focus on your workflow.

Engaging FDS will release you some workforce to make inevitable
developments in your team and company. You can now make more
marketing campaigns or PR events, or hunt for some new aircrafts to
manage… anyway you`ll find something to do when we make your
fleet fly!

Focus on saving money.

Obviously its cheaper to outsource operations, and its not just a slogan
but a sever capital saving every month! It will be easier to budget your
yearly operations costs and build it into your clients pricing scheme. To
ease your analysis we prepare a precise cost calculation based on your
country of operations and fleet size. You will be amazed by numbers!

Focus on control.

Even if you outsource your operations, the amount of control over it
remains as if it was kept in house. Imagine, we make things on your
disposal only, we execute your orders, we fulfil your wishes. Its like letting
a limousine driver get you the precise address instead of driving on your
own. There is no room for interpretations, we are meant to do what you
require. No more. And as we work 24/7, we are always available for you
to check and to control. We invite you to conduct audit at our HQ any
time you feel its necessary.

Focus on data safety and confidentiality.

As these are a fragile items, seemingly to all companies in the executive
aviation we put additional investments on protecting you company
and clients data. Over 15 years at service we have always made a very
special treatment to our clients issues related to secrecy of operations.
It’s like a foundation of our job, and a stone-base of our reputation. We
exist because discretion is our habit. Sorry, but we can't operate otherwise.

Focus on flexibility.

You can always outsource only a small part of your flights
when it’s such a busy season
or when some of your people are out off work
or you need some time to consider if its worth
or outsource ferry flights only
or night shifts only
or Africa flights only
or charter trips only
or moustached pilot trips only
it goes all ways... Make it suitable for your schedule and business idea.
We are here to help!

Your dedicated
24/7 flight ops.

